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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is requested that you read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case of any
doubt, the consultancy should be taken from the legal, financial, tax, or other professional law
practitioners. All the site materials provided below are not to be delivered exhaustively and
can never be considered a part of various contractual relationships. Our utmost desire is that
the information given in this whitepaper should be accurate, up to date, and all the products,
services, technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines. In addition, all
of these materials are subject to change without notice and cannot be regarded as a binding
agreement on professional advice.
This whitepaper does not bind any individual to enter into any contract or enter into any
binding legal commitment to the contribution. The whitepaper doesn’t constitute any form
or part of the opinion that can be considered a piece of advice. Neither to a sale nor solicit
any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be considered a part of any effect
that can be used to form a contract or investment decision. This whitepaper also does not
have any capacity to bind any person to enter into any contract or consider it a binding legal
commitment to the contribution of the whitepaper. No sales and including or not including
cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can be accepted based on this whitepaper.
Although the participation eligibility has not been finalized yet, it can announce very clearly
that the eligibility in this blockchain future sales events may vary from country to country
and from different citizenships to different citizenships and from different residentships to
residentships.
But be sure that any advancement or
any date or any new information about
this token will be made available for the
private and public contributors. It is also
announced that the white paper has
not been examined by any regulatory
authority and has not been approved by
any legal firm. The information given in
this whitepaper cannot be taken under
the laws or any regulatory authority or any
jurisdiction rules in any country. It is at this
moment announced that its publication, its
distribution, and its dissemination does not
imply the applicable laws, the regulatory
requirements, and the available rules.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
From its dawn to date, the internet has been nothing but the beacon of exponential growth
and technological advancements. From the internet, society as we know it would not be the
same. But with the explicit enhancement comes lurking centralization. Centralization shoved
down the free will to its knees and introduced the digital monarchy following monolithic rules
and regulations along with the power to bend policies according to one’s choice. Finally, with
the conception of intervening intermediaries sneakily eyeing every transaction ever made,
this little nudge worked in tumbling down this self-centered governing body to give birth
to a beautiful concept of decentralization. Influenced by the whitepaper published by the
pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto,” Bitcoin was born. Blockchain is a digital ledger that holds
records of any asset, physical or digital, with the features like immutability and unhackable
nature. Bitcoin is a trading cryptocurrency traded as an asset, which used blockchain for the
very first time.
Digitalatto is a pioneer conglomerate establishing its firm footprints in the blockchain universe
by introducing its own cryptocurrency, DGTL, which will mainly be used to trade and can be
used as a digital currency to perform any transaction. Digitalatto will be introducing DGTL
Wallet, a crypto wallet featuring multi-currency integration along with an application for your
smartphones to conduct an aggregated search on a larger scale for any item in blockchain
and a gateway platform to perform transactions securely as peer-to-peer and businessto-peer as well. Digitalatto is a distinctive, moral, and unique Islamic financial concept of
cryptocurrency. It is brought to the world to initiate an ethical revolution in the financial world of
cryptocurrency. Since it is developed by international scholars, tech specialists, economists,
and finance experts, the platform ensures minimal risks and the safety of its community.
The current financial system always focuses on fishing in troubled waters, but the concept
is to provide oxygen to the smaller investments. DGTL coin is bringing an excellent idea to
cryptocurrency, which has been purged of all the financial discrepancies and is designed to
provide a free and transparent payment solution. A detailed explanation can be expected
further in the document.
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INTRODUCTION
Digitalatto is the tech giant primed to take the decentralized universe by storm and is ready
to tackle the challenges head-on by introducing its very own cryptocurrency, DGTL. DGTL is a
BEP-20 standard cryptocurrency standardizing Binance that can be used for trading purposes,
to pay for products online, and can be used to perform DeFi utilities such as Staking, Yielding,
etc.
The DGTL token is a BEP-20 digital cryptographic utility token issued by DIGITALATTO. DGTL is
necessary to pay for transaction costs on the blockchain network when protecting an original
document. Verifying a document is free and can be done so anytime using a web-enabled
camera without the need to purchase or own any DGTL tokens.
In addition to this, DGTL tokens will be listed on popular cryptocurrency exchanges where they
can be traded freely. The more industries that adopt the DIGITALATTO solution to solve their
verification problems, the greater the demand will be for DGTL.
Other benefits of the token model include paying for blockchain fees easier across a
multichain protocol. Document issuers will not need to pay for blockchain fees in the native
cryptocurrency, e.g., BTC for Bitcoin, ETH for Ethereum, XLM for Stellar Lumens, ADA for
Cardano, etc. They can simply pay using a single utility token, DGTL.
They thrive in more than just cryptocurrency. Digitalatto Wallet will also be introduced, which
can be used to link to any platform or marketplace. DGTL wallet allows you to hold as many
currencies and types of currencies as you desire. This wallet may link to a variety of platforms,
including NFT, E-commerce marketplaces, DEX, and CEX, as well as serve as a service to your
own exchange.
Presenting the all-new payment gateway specifically designed for cryptocurrency to process
payments completely secure and is a borderless payment network to allow a butter-smooth
flow of transactions. This payment gateway will allow for instant conversion of DGTL and
other cryptocurrencies into local money and vice-versa. Digitalatto has a slew of tricks up
its sleeve that will skyrocket the DGTL coin’s value on exchanges, including the Universal
Loyalty Reward Program, aiming to optimize coin holders’ earnings. Digitalatto offers a Phone
Pay App, Marketplace Integration, and Crypto Cards to 10X the earnings, which many people
appreciate.
The social responsibility, ledger accountability, blockchain, decentralized nature, and growth
potential are carefully planned. Thus, the future and prospects of this cryptocurrency are
of limitless potential. Digitalatto has been professionally designed with utmost regard to be
responsible, reliable, ethical, moral, sacred, respectful, and technologically fully aligned with
ethical principles.
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Digitalatto
strives to be among
the pioneers in the blockchain
industry with a vision for the coin,
DGTL to become one of the leading
cryptocurrencies amongst the first 100
established. Digitalatto aims to help the
governmental and educational institutes by
providing them with secure and immutable
applications. Digitalatto envisions to lead the
blockchain revolution by creating a global
marketplace where people can buy, sell,
and trade cryptocurrency of their
choice in the most secured
and trusted manner.

VISION

Digitalatto’s
mission is to create a
Blockchain Technology that provides
a transparent decentralized ledger of all
transactions across a peer-to-peer network. We
welcome other blockchain associations, non-profits,
governmental groups, corporations, and individuals to
join us in the mission of creating a Blockchain Technology
that provides a transparent decentralized ledger of all
transactions across a peer-to-peer network. Digitalatto
aims to help the governmental and educational institutes by
providing them with secure and immutable applications.
Digitalatto has a unique mission of bringing the benefits of
blockchain to the common man. We share that passion
and thrive for making this world a much better place
for anyone associated with us. We will touch one
billion lives in the coming years and to achieve
this, we have come up with numerous
blockchain products & projects.

MISSION
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DIGITALATTO’S FLAVOR TO MARKET
In this section, we will discuss deliberately the plague that cripples blockchain financial
institutions and how Digitalatto comes up with interactive solutions for them.

SEND, RECEIVE, SPEND

WALLET COMPLICATIONS

Almost all the time, the
centralized financial system
takes up a lot of time to transact
any trade regarding any type
of Spending or Receiving. This is due
to the involvement of a single point of
concentration
accelerating
network
congestion, resulting in frustration.

Most sites recommend only using
their own wallets on them, thus
monopolizing the decentralized
network by employing these
tactics to inflate their currency prices.
Multi-currency trading and holdings are
usually not allowed in these wallets.

The adoption of the Binance Smart Chain
by Digitalatto slashed the need for a single
point of contact and left the validation of
transactions on the miners, which saves a
heck of a time, plus rewards the miners for
doing the right job. Single Arrow impaling
two targets.

Digitalatto has created a wallet that not
only allows multi-currency holdings but
also has a user interface that is both
simple and interactive. This digital wallet
may be utilized or linked with any market,
conduct transactions according to the
user’s preferences, and be connected to
exchanges to participate in liquidity pools.

FRAGMENTED MARKETPLACE

CRYPTOCURRENCY CREDIT CARDS

The hype created due to the
blockchain further accelerates
the development of different
types of marketplaces. These
fragmented ecosystems of the
market platforms prove to be a headache
for all the customers roaming around
blockchain searching for a heartily desire.

Crypto cards have no inherent
flaws, but a lack of possibilities,
options, and features prevents
them from pushing their
boundaries, and the current world demands
modern/fancy, more attractive cards.
The lack of functionality like contactless
purchases, NFC tags, and messy on-chain
transactions are the primary factors
preventing their widespread adoption.

Digitalatto, on the other hand, has plans
to develop an application that will work in
accordance with the concerned customers
by proffering them the aggregated market
platform working on cross-chain technology
to avail them of all the options and search
results from other marketplaces as well—
channeling the power to their palms.

Digitalatto’s adoption of cards is something
that everyone was looking for. They have all
the facilities and peripherals like One-Tap
Contactless purchasing, Fancy Matte Finish,
NFC chip, Card Holder Name Engraving, and
last but not least, Multi chain compatibility
to pay the vendor in any currency you like.
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SHARIAH-COMPLIANT AND FAIR DECENTRALIZED BLOCKCHAIN
The credit goes to the planners of Digitalatto, as it will be the first regarding its decentralization
and its Islamic orientation. It will not be supported, backed, or developed by any centralized form
of blockchain, but instead, its business strategy will focus on the decentralized blockchain. The
nature of decentralization makes it more
secure, faster and trusted. A token is
purchased when goodness will start
and will be prevalent during this
journey with Digitalatto. There
will be nothing but purity
and integrity, as this journey
will be made great with the
help of moral principles that
appeal to every prudent
mind, irrespective of their
background,
religion,
ethnicity, or any other
personal temperament.
We are aiming to encourage
good deeds by providing
a financial infrastructure that
is to be utilized for human
welfare and ethically correct
business.

PEOPLE’S FINANCIAL SYSTEM

PERFECT BLEND OF
TRANSPARENCY & PRIVACY

We assure that any investor using
Digitalatto is not to be treated merely
as a user but as a valuable partner. The
team intends to develop Digitalatto as
a cryptocurrency that is used by people
not only for asset management but also
as a payment instrument in daily life. We
are working hard to build and maintain
an intuitive API
that would facilitate
effortless communication. Digitalatto is
developing a hyper-secure e-wallet to
simplify transactions for users who are still
learning the knacks of crypto technology
and looking for a safe place to start their
venture.

The Digitalatto team has included
transparency as one of its core principles.
It has developed an incredible balance of
openness, traceability, and privacy that
allows it to gain the trust of its users. The
information furnished will provide investors
with the opportunity to evaluate the
platform quantitatively and make informed
decisions. Through external integrity
audits, it will secure the conviction of users
and convey the understanding of risks
involved during financial performances.
The cryptocurrency planners have decided
that an investor’s personal information will
remain uncompromised at any cost and
under any circumstance. Every transaction
and every transactional history will remain
secure under the mighty and robust concept
of blockchain technology. The transactions
of the holders of the cryptocurrency will be
global. There will not be any limitation on the
holders of the cryptocurrency regarding the
countries and all the other related regions
of business.
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introducing its very own cryptocurrency
DGTL. Since our incorporation in 2018, we
have been solely focused on developing
products and constantly growing our team.
From technology to marketing, banking,
and international business development,
our team’s expertise has expanded over the
years.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
We will keep the benefits directed toward
users while being precise, concise, and
consistent.
•

MARKET ANALYSIS

•

Blockchain has paved a long and criticized
path since its inception with the conception
of around 11,900 cryptocurrencies; the total
market capitalization in the blockchain
universe has risen to the all-time high of 2.1
trillion dollars with an estimated change in
volume of about $99 billion in the span of
every 24 hours.

•

•

Bitcoin is at $9 billion in transaction capital,
trailed by Ethereum at $4 billion. Bitcoin is
donating the largest and greatest piece of
the pie ever. The day will come when central
governing institutions are fully overthrown
by the decentralized financial system,
despite the fact that there is still a long way
to go and rising helping hands and open
mindsets playing a key role in its spreading
over the globe.

•
•

•

Digitalatto is the parent company of
multiple blockchain-based innovations.
Digitalatto is the tech giant primed to take
the decentralized universe by storm and is
ready to tackle the challenges head-on by

•
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While using the Digitalatto application, users will experience close to zero
transfer fees.
Users will be satisfied with the search
results by using the Digitalatto app for
their marketplace needs.
Super easy to Buy, Sell, and Convert
cryptos on the network via the user-friendly interface.
By connecting the wallet to an exchange,
the user can easily and freely perform
DeFi Staking and will be rewarded in
yield coins.
Users will be able to have full access to
dAPPs and decentral exchanges.
Multi-currency and platform integration
will give users the peace of mind to hold
as much and many currencies as they
want.
Availability of the NFC tags, Contactless transitions, and instant go-through
trades will leave the consumers wanting
more.
Offered DeFi services will leave consumers speechless when the DGTL coins
prices shoot through the roof.

DIGITALATTO ECOSYSTEM
Digitalatto has come a long way and is now
equipped with best-in-class technology
that includes the following benefits
and upgrades that are eagerly awaiting
implementation on Binance.
Below you will be introduced to the everexciting, brand-new features compromising
Digitalatto’s ecosystem.

Digitalatto wallet comes with additional
features which will allow it to connect with
the exchange platforms as well to perform
DeFi Staking.

SECURE
Concerns regarding the security of
your assets will be put to ease by the
implementation of a non-custodial format
for the wallet. The private key to your
Digitalatto Wallet will be presented to you
all while cementing no backdoor entry.

DGTL WALLET
To begin with, presenting DGTL Wallet that
is non-custodial, implies that you, and no
one else, will have control over your assets,
as well as some other fascinating features
that will captivate you. This is how it works.

EASY CRYPTO BUY
The enactment of a User interactive
interface is as fun as a ballpark. Completing
transactions,
Buying,
Selling,
and
Converting cryptos will be so much easier
with scalable solutions to Binance.

CRYPTO WALLET
Crypto wallets keep your private keys which
are the kind of passwords that grant you
access to your cryptocurrencies, safe
and secure while allowing you to send and
receive cryptocurrencies. They come in a
variety of shapes and sizes, from hardware
wallets like the Ledger (which looks like a
USB stick) to mobile apps like Digitalatto,
which makes using cryptocurrency as
simple as buying online with a credit card.

MULTI-CURRENCY
Digitalatto wallet is a multi-currency
integrated wallet which means the user can
hold as many different types of currency
as they want. No restriction will be applied
whatsoever.

MULTI-PLATFORM INTEGRATION
DGTL wallet comes with in-built connectivity
that enables you to integrate the wallet
to any blockchain website you want.
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DIGITALATTO
MULTI-PURPOSE APP
Digitalatto’s wallet will come with an app with
a super user-friendly interface and easy to
merge and manage your DGTL wallet. This
app will be responsible for the aggregation
of the fragmented marketplaces to provide
all the available search options for your
asked query. This app will obtain the
search results from all other marketplaces
and present them to the user in a tabular
manner, along with the information like
•
•
•
•

Prices
Type of Currency required
Blockchain Info
Brief Description

CROSS-CHAIN EXCHANGE
Digitalatto cross-chain exchange allows the swapping of crypto tokens between two unique
blockchain ecosystems using DGTL Wallet. The benefits Digitalatto provides are as listed:

NIMBLE
PAYMENT
PROCESSING

LOWEST
TRADING AND
TRANSACTION
COST

CLOSE TO NIL
DOCUMENTATIONS

Open invitation to join IoT (Internet of Things)
in the near future.
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DIGITALATTO DOC
Digitalatto Doc creates custom solutions
using cutting-edge Blockchain technology,
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Machine
Learning (MI). We get Blockchain working
for you.

Blockchain
Certificates

Digitalatto Doc products
and solutions
Patent QR Code
Verification
Solution

Covid 19
Blockchain
Certificate
Solution

DIGITALATTO BAAS
The Digitalatto team works closely with organizations and builds the required apps, smart
contracts, and functionality. The ready-to-go BaaS (Blockchain as a Service) platform
allows you to quickly launch your blockchain solution. It is a B2B custom blockchain service
specifically for government and corporate sectors across the globe.

Verification
Solution

Blockchain
Certificates

Blockchain
Apps

Smart
Contracts
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DGTL NEWS PORTAL
Digitalatto has its own news portal where
all the latest news about blockchain,
cryptocurrencies, NFTs, AI, IoT, and all
other technology are available. Anyone can
visit the website and get all the up-to-date
news about the trending topics.

DIGITALATTO ACADEMY
Digitalatto Academy is an online course
provider. Digitalatto works with expert
consultants and trainers in multiple fields
starting from business and development
to blockchain and technology. Thousands
of courses are uploaded to the Digitalatto
Academy portal at the lowest mostaffordable prices.

DIGITALATTO MERCH
Digitalatto launched their merch to boost
the demand and enter the market. The
merch is available in their multi-lingual
e-store with multiple items to choose from
with diverse payment options.
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INFLUENCER PLATAFORM
Digitalatto takes up the best blockchain projects onto the global stage with an amazing team
of over 100,000 influencers strong connecting to a network of participants in the crypto
market. Influencers’ influence can be seen through the price hike of DGTl. We will be utilizing
the same strategy to build yours. To be successful in establishing a “trusted” platform the value
of trust must percolate up from the influencers that promote us. Our influencers are from
various expertise and disciplines including crypto, finance, social welfare, reward system, and
technology. They will include thought leaders and trusted curators of information.
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DIGITALATTO COIN
DGTL is Digitalatto’s native coin that fuels the core of the Digitalatto marketplace ecosystem
economy. The native DGTL coin, which is based on the Binance Smart Chain BEP-20, will
bombard customers with the benefit it will bring. The following is a list of a handful of them.

DGTL Exclusive Staking
Ecosystem

Less Transaction
Fee
Access to Digitalatto
Marketplace

Deals and Discounts
DGTL based

Exclusive DeFi
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STAKING
Digitalatto app can also be used in staking.
Staking works by putting a portion of a user’s
DGTL into a smart contract in exchange for
reward coins or utilities. Staking is primarily
used to offer liquidity to exchange pools.
The larger the digital footprint, the more
liquid the pool is.

YIELDING
The benefits a user receives at the
conclusion of their staking term are
referred to as yield. Platformers will be
rewarded with prizes, currency, and utilities
from Digitalatto. These prize coins can also
be staked for extra coins or can be sold on
exchanges.

LOCK-IN
The timescale for which users will stake
their tokens is known as the lock-in period.
The validity of the lock-in time determines
the rewards for staking or vesting periods.
The greater the time span, the greater the
payout. Lock-in is usually measured in 30day, 60-day, and 90-day increments.

TRADING
The act of speculating on cryptocurrency
price fluctuations or buying and selling the
underlying coins via an exchange is known
as cryptocurrency trading. Users can
primarily make use of the trading to bank
the profit made by hiking the prices of DGTL
coins on the exchanges.

SWAPPING
Swapping refers to the conversion of one
currency to another. Crypto conversion
basically takes place on the exchanges.
Digitalatto lets the user swap the coins to
earn a better profit on DGTL.
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FUTURISTIC SCOPE
With so many futuristic
paths to explore, Digitalatto
will be de-briefing on the
subjects that have been
meticulously planned.
MARKETPLACE
Digitalatto application is
mainly concerned with the
concentration of many
marketplaces conjugated
on a single platform
providing the optimal
solutions and choices to
the user regarding their
every searched item on
blockchain.
The market aggregation
will provide the most
sophisticated filtration in
providing the liquidity to all
the assets present online as
well as bring them to your
plate. There are certain
benefits regarding the
available adaptation of this
aggregation like:
Access to the biggest marketplace
Across the whole planet
Global search and filtering
products
Hand-picked products
to your doorste
Friendly UI designed
for everyone
Multi-currency integration fo
distributed liquidity
1 billion-plus daily liquidity
available
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CRYPTO CARDS
Visa cards are being used for more than
just fiat money. Credit card businesses’
ecosystems
are
also
experiencing
magnificent diversity as a result of changing
times and quickly evolving technology.
Cryptocurrencies are impacting our
everyday lives with their engagement in
our day-to-day purchases, thanks to the
development of blockchain technology.
Visa cards may now be linked to your crypto
wallet in addition to holding your fiat money.
Users may now utilize crypto to conduct
even routine transactions while trading
online.
The Digitalatto Card enables users to
perform peer-to-peer transactions and instore payments in a contactless manner.
Digitalatto’s crypto competencies step
up the game for a top-notch billionaire
experience by implementing world-class
blockchain features:

•

WORKS WITH ANY BLOCKCHAIN

•

NFC TAG READERS.

•

CONTACTLESS TAP PAYMENTS VIA NFC.

•

HIGHLY SECURE SMART-CHIP P2P
PAYMENTS BETWEEN WALLETS

•

CARD TEXTURE VARIANTS LIKE MATTEFINISH GIVE THE CARD A MORE PREMIUM
FEEL.

•

MULTI-CURRENCY CASH OUTS ATE
CRYPTO ATMS.
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•

DISCOUNTS AND COUPONS.

•

CUSTOMIZED ENGRAVINGS.

•

RESILIENT MAGNETIC CARD READERS.

•

WHITE LABEL SOLUTION AVAILABLE.

UNIVERSAL LOYALTY REWARD PROGRAM
The majority of the Blockchain projects only scratched the surface of the many possibilities
that blockchain has to offer. In an attempt to make a reputation for itself, Digitalatto has
created a novel idea called the “Universal Loyalty Reward Program” (ULRP), in which token
transactors will be rewarded in the form of points that can be redeemed.

Problem of Traditional Loyalty Reward Program
The loyalty rewards industry is expanding and is a great way to attract customers to the
brands and shopping giving them rewards which can be redeemed later. But they are not living
up to its name. Customers lose their interest finding a rigorous registration process, lots of
restrictions on redeeming the rewards, limited options, and higher threshold leading them
to sometimes miss out on the rewards. Moreover, the traditional loyalty program results in
switching costs and end up having to choose between brands and retailers.
On the other hand, from the brands and retailers’ perspective, they face challenges on
personalizing the loyalty rewards based on the interests of the customers, attracting
customers over their competitors, and integrating the program across channels.

Digitalatto Solution to Loyalty Reward Program
Addressing the gaps of the traditional loyalty reward programs, Digitalatto blockchain system
brings a novelty form, ULRP.
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Data transparency and
decentralization

Multi-merchant program
It serves as the single-point solution for a
range of brands, retailers, and companies
to provide a single loyalty reward system
to their customers that can be redeemed,
through coin transactions. It’s a MultiMerchant program that covers a wide range
of companies, from E-Commerce to Street
Vendors, Cinemas to Eateries, and almost
any other type of organization. Users may
use their points to purchase not just food
or merchandise but even groceries. The
Digitalatto’s ascent is unaffected by the
boundaries of virtual worlds. Points can be
redeemed in the real world also, such as on
Amazon as well as even at a barbershop.

Digitalatto ULRP being on blockchain
guarantees strong transparency to users
and customers. It allows for customers
to share personal data with brands and
retailers in exchange for a clear economic
incentive, instead of current nontransparent policies. In addition to that, with
our decentralized approach, the protocols
and offers are protected by the blockchain
network and cannot be changed by a single
brand or retailer. Also, Digitalatto ULRP
allows direct interaction between brands
and customers and vice versa, removing the
need for intermediaries.

1:1 spend to earn ratio

Globally redeemable

The most crucial factor is that the Spent
to Earn Ratio is 1:1. For every $1 paid, the
user will receive one point. Without any
processing delays, the user may quickly
redeem the points.

ULRP will be on the ground-breaking
Digitalatto blockchain technology and can
be collected and redeemed globally from the
recognized brands and retailers. Breaking
down the barriers between regions. You
can also use your points to redeem them
outside of any region with Digitalatto. Earn
money in any nation and put it to good use
in any country.
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TECHNOLOGICAL PILE
BLOCKCHAIN
Adhering to the concepts and principles, peer-to-peer electronic money transfer without the
involvement of a middleman, of a whitepaper back in 2008 by pseudonyms “Satoshi Nakamoto”
on a unanimous “Bitcoin,” a game-changer technology was born, Blockchain. Blockchain is a
digital online ledger that records any and every transaction involving a digital or physical object,
and it remains in the nodes of a decentralized network with immutability and unhackability.
These transactional records are a list that has a full copy in each node and is available at all
times, with cross-checking to evaluate the integrity of any transaction at any moment.

PAYMENT GATEWAYS
Payment gateways are consumer-facing interfaces for collecting payment data. Payment
gateways are point of sale (POS) terminals that take credit card information through cards or
smartphones in physical stores and are the “checkout” portals used in online businesses to
submit credit card information or credentials for services like PayPal. Payment gateways are
separate from payment processors, which receive payments on behalf of the business using
client information. Other payment gateways allow you to pay with cryptocurrencies.
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TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY
There is a total supply of 100,000,000,000 DGTL tokens. At first glance, this may seem like
a lot however the size of the document industry needs to be taken into consideration. If a
nation decides to utilize the DIGITALATTO protocol for every passport and driver’s license in
the country, this could tie up a substantial amount of DGTL tokens while they work through
the document creation process. As such, there must be enough DGTL tokens in circulation to
allow the DIGITALATTO system to perform as required and remain useable by everyone.
World Population

*Source: Wikipedia for population numbers

Top 3 Largest Countries by Population
RANKED

COUNTRY

POPULATION

1

China

1,413,936,560

2

India

1,379,737,050

3

United States

332,838,183
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN ALLOCATION
Token Name

DGTL

Token Network

Binance Smart Chain

Token Standard

BEP-20

Token Supply

100 Billion

Token Listing Price

$0.01

Token Decimal

9

Whitelist Presale

40%

Airdrops (IF ANY)

5%

Reserved for Public Launch

30%

Reserved for NFT marketplace (IF ANY)

5%

Technology, Team, and Marketing

20%

Use of Proceed (20%)
Team and Cofounders

2.5%

Branding and Marketing

5%

Research and Development

5%

Reserve and Fund

5%

Bounty and Events

2.5%
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BLOCKCHAIN FEE CONSIDERATIONS
The DIGITALATTO protocol requires gas to create a documented record on the Binance Smart
Chain. Sending too little gas and there is a risk that the gas will be consumed (non-refundable)
and the document record is not created. Spending more gas provides a better likelihood
that the document record will be created by increasing the chance of a miner accepting the
transaction. Any excess gas spent will be refunded.
The conversion rate of DGTL to gas will be determined by an Oracle. This will allow DIGITALATTO
to factor in the price of gas required to create document records on the Binance Smart Chain
and across other blockchains simultaneously as well.

Taxes
Buy Tax

14%

Sales tax

14%

Buyback

5%

Liquidity tax

5%

Marketing tax

1.5%

Holders’ reflections (BUSD)

2.5%

PRICING POLICY
To maintain and increase the value of DGTL, Digitalatto majorly uses two pricing policies in the
market.

Anti-Dump Policy
Dumping refers to an occurrence when a big investor, buys a huge number of tokens with the
intention of substantially increasing the price before selling all of it for a large profit, injuring
the price of DGTL and leaving the other investors to a volatile market. To protect the price
of DGTL, Digitalatto implements a set of anti-dumping policies and prevents investors from
pump and dump schemes.

Anti-Whale Policy
Whales refer to the big investors who manipulate the price of the cryptocurrency and create
a panic or run in the market. DGTL anti-whale mechanism checks or counters the activities of
such crypto whales.

Buyback & Burn
An automatic burning event in every buy and sell transaction where the BOT will buy and burn
the coins that are released, leading to a reduction in supply and an increase in the price of DGTL.
5% $DGTL is collected from every transaction, converted to BNB & stored in our contract.
When buyback is enabled, it purchases $DGTL from exchanges & removes them permanently
from supply.
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HOLDERS REWARDS
Digitalatto offers a reward to all DGTL holders based on the transactions that take place.
From every transaction that takes place whether it is buying, selling or transferring DGTL,
2.5% of that transaction will be distributed to all the holders of DGTL. The rewards will be
shared proportionately in BUSD (a stable coin, pegged version of US Dollar, from Binance
chain). The more DGTL a holder holds, the higher amount of BUSD they will receive from the
2.5% of the transaction.

STAKING REWARDS
Digitalatto offers 5 levels of membership:
1.
Standard member: need to have 100,000 coins
2.
Silver member: need to have 1 million coins
3.
Gold member: need to have 10 million coins
4.
Platinum member: need to have 100 million coins
5.
Diamond member: need to have 1 billion coins
The staking rewards (a total of 5 billion coins) are based on the number of cryptos the members
hold for staking and lock for a month. This will be classified based on the membership packages
explained above.  Based on the total transaction that takes place in a month, 5% of it will be
shared as staking rewards dividing it into 1% each time. The calculation is as follows:
•

The first 1% will be shared between Standard, Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Diamond

•

The next 1% will be shared between Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Diamond

•

The next 1% will be shared between Gold, Platinum, and Diamond

•

The next 1% will be shared between Platinum and Diamond

•

The last 1% will be shared between Diamond
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Another benefit of the staking reward is that during the initial stage, a staking reward is also
issued from the company side (sponsorship) as the transactions will be less during that time.
The separate staking reward is also the same, the 5% equivalent staking reward that we are
sharing originally will also be shared as a separate one during the initial months, making it
double benefit for all the levels. (5% original staking reward from transaction + 5% reward
issued from the company side). The company will issue a staking reward for a total of 5 billion
coins for 50 months, i.e., the 100 million coins each month.
Calculation per month will be as follows for the sponsorship staking reward:

PACKAGE/
PARTICULAR

STANDARD TO
DIAMOND

SILVER TO
DIAMOND

GOLD TO
DIAMOND

PLATINUM TO
DIAMOND

DIAMOND

Coins

20 million

20 million

20 million

20 million

20 million

Members

100

50

20

10

1

Coin Reward
Per Member

200,000

400,000

1,000,000

2,000,000

20,000,000

There will be no transaction charges for our cryptocurrency, only the burn rate of 3% from the
receiver end. Members can only withdraw 5% of fiat currency every month from their earnings.
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1
Project Research Consultations
Project Planning Team building
Token Distribution
Project Development, Digitalatto Website
Whitepaper
PHASE 2
IDO Pre-sale Staking
IDO Phase 1
Marketing and Communication Expansion
Influencer Marketing
PHASE 3
IDO Phase 2
Digitalatto Academy
Digitalatto Wallet
DGTL News Portal
PHASE 4
IDO Phase 3
Farming
Grand Launch
Coin Listing
Marketplace
Universal Loyalty Reward Program
Digitalatto Blockchain
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